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Far from avoiding each other then, as they did in the ordinary
course, they sought each other out: 'Weave your linen no longer!—
go to the market-place! dance! dance P—Withered leaves! withered
leaves!—the wind will come and blow upon you!—Come sirs!
come sirs! sing, we will join you/ In autumn and in spring, once
the labours of the fields and of the weaving were finished, great
assemblies were held in the open country, where the boys and girls
from the neighbouring hamlets met Winter was about to imprison
each family in its lonely village, or else summer would compel men
and women to live apart from each other. Held in autumn or spring,
the meetings began by confirming in every heart the feeling of the
need for solidarity. Exclusive groups and rival corporations con-
firmed their alliance while they proceeded to the collective festivals
of marriage.
These festivals consisted of communions, orgies and games* After
so many days of a life of restraint wasted in self-centred labours and
sordid thoughts, a feeling of generous rivalry seized upon the re-
united multitudes. Nothing came amiss to feed the passion for sport
which was suddenly let loose in them, it was all turned to account
in merry meeting? and courteous rivalries.1
Such are the crude yet colourful beginnings of Chinese
civilization which in this pre-industrial form was to last
three thousand years or more, and to reach great heights.
How has it been built up? What are its characteristic
achievements and abiding values, now in danger of being
lost? These are interesting and important questions, for
this great and virile people—at once stable and mobile,
stoic and sensitive—has still a great part to play in the
family of nations, and has been, like India, the teacher
of her neighbours: Indo-China, Korea, and Japan can
only be understood in the light of China, and to all India
has also made great gifts of the spirit. Asia must indeed be
studied as a unit, however the great constituent countries
differ from one another.
II
Unlike India, China begins her traditional history with
great men of affairs, idealized as symbols of a golden age—
the three August Ones, and the Five Sovereigns. For
i Marcel Granet, Chinese Civilization, pp. 160—2,

